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Island Nature Trust is the oldest private land trust in Canada. We work to protect 
natural Island spaces and habitats by acquiring land through donation and purchase 
and managing it for its ecological values. We are completely Island-based and we own 
and manage land in all three counties. Our goal is to protect 7 % of the Island for nature 
and ensure that there is protection of the full spectrum of ecosystem types in that 7 %. 
Right now there is some level of protection on just 3.6% of our land mass (including all 
lands not just those we own). 
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We currently own just over 3,700 acres and all but 106 acres is protected under the PEI 
Natural Areas Protection Act. This map was produced by the Province and shows all 
Natural Areas as well as provincial parks and wildlife management areas which are 
governed by less restrictive protection mechanisms. Island Nature Trust properties are 
shown in red. Our properties include off-shore islands, hardwood forests, softwood 
forests (hemlock, pines), marshes, bogs, ponds and shores. It is clear that designation is 
regionally variable. So, what does that legislated protection ensure? 
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Ecosystems that are left as natural have many values beyond their landscape beauty 
and recreational aspects. The hidden values are the ecological services they provide 
through protection of water quality, water quantity, soil conservation, carbon 
sequestration and biodiversity. 
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Island Nature Trust has a vision for the Island that is critically contingent on high quality, 
plentiful ground and surface waters. In this first round of consultations on development 
of a new PEI Water Act, we offer these three founding principles upon which legislation 
should be based. 
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The White Paper developed prior to this public consultation lists 9 key objectives for a 
Water Act. These are shown as blue bullets here and I’ve subdivided them into three 
categories according to the purpose they serve: regulation, protection and 
management. This is a dual mandate! You have resource use and protection covered 
within the same piece of legislation and that can become very difficult to enact. In our 
view, the middle set of bullets MUST take precedence whenever there is conflicting 
directives in the application of this legislation. Conservation of ecological services is 
critical to the long-term sustainability of our Island quality of life. 
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While we recognize that a white paper is meant to convey general direction without 
delving too deeply into details, there is some worrisome language and some omissions 
that we wish to draw attention to now rather than later. The statement in the executive 
summary that “Much is known about water in PEI” suggests that we have sufficient 
information to make good decisions Province-wide. Nothing could be further from the 
truth; in reality, a few spatially-limited studies making many assumptions are used to 
state generalizations based on averages that have almost no ecological relevance. Over 
the last few decades, environmental monitoring programs have been incrementally cut 
at both the provincial and federal level until we now have little real data being collected 
every year and just a shell of a monitoring program. We desperately need a 
comprehensive, relevant monitoring strategy for every watershed, with the mandate 
for that program encapsulated in this legislation. And further to that, climate change is 
already impacting groundwater and surface water, making the limited old data we have 
not very useful for projecting long-term trends. 
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What you might expect with a presentation on a Water Act is photos of streams and 
ponds and instead we’ve shown you photos of forests, wetlands and pastoral 
landscapes. That is intentional on our part as we want to draw attention to the fact that 
water and land are contiguous – ecology does not compartmentalize in the same way 
we do. Two instances where we see omissions in the White Paper related to that 
concept involve peatlands and groundwater springs. Peat is an organic soil that makes 
up bogs, fens and wooded swamps on the Island. Some peatlands can look like solid 
land but are 90 % water. We have just over 10,000 ha of peatlands in the province, 
situated mostly in Kings and Prince Counties. How will this Act protect these incredibly 
unique and valuable ecosystems from development? And do we know the true impact 
of any development on our provincial carbon tally, water storage capacity or level of the 
water table? The second example of groundwater springs might be covered off by 
attention to freshwater streams but only if monitoring efforts are extended to the 
headwaters of our many-branched river systems. Surface water flow is the cumulative 
result of hundreds of small springs coming together. An impact on just of few of those 
springs may be felt downstream. Management of water must be tied to effective land-
use planning, not just in municipalities but across the province. Natural systems do not 
recognize our artificial boundaries. 
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Ecosystem integrity is paramount not just for the sake of the ecosystem but ultimately 
for the sake of all the ecological services it provides to us! A Water Act must recognize 
the interconnectivity of activities that occur within watersheds on the Island. With so 
little of our land base in public ownership and even less protected for its natural values, 
the small pieces we do manage are extremely vulnerable to damage from drawdown of 
the water table or other watershed-scale events that occur in the vicinity. I mentioned 
at the beginning that there were few of our properties which we have not designated 
under the Natural Areas Protection Act. One of those is a 12 acre parcel in Miscouche 
Bog and the reason why we haven’t designated it is because we are still not sure that 
the ecological values for which it were donated have not been lost through the 
development of peat mining in the vicinity. Bogs are connected and continuous water 
systems; mining a portion affects the whole. 
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And so at this early stage of consultation, we encourage you to consider these 5 key 
points during the drafting of water legislation. 
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